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Control Center Firmware Image CPU PV210 Release Notes 
 
 
V2.00 2016/1/21 
 
1. The components of printer driver is changed , Printer models support as 
following the HP PCL Lacer, HP PCL Lacer , Epson ESC/P , HP PCL Inkjet , Epson 
ESC/POS  
 
2. PDF file format storage is supported 
 
3. Adds¡¨ Sleep between TX and RX¡¨ function in ¡§Other¡¨ of ¡§Advanced¡¨ of 
¡§ControlCenter¡¨ which function support the value change of time delay for 
communication of RS485 
 
 
V1.33 2015/08/17 
 
1. Modify: Web server for HMI is running in RAM before it was running in Flash 
 
 
V1.32 2015/01/12 
 
1. Modify: The system time's calculation unit is changed from per second to per 
millisecond. 
 
2. Bug fixed: Improve the aligned issue between the alphabet and alphabet. 
 
3. Bug fixed:  In order to improve the transparent color is unable to use in 
PC100 version of WinCE platform, we redefine the palette setting. 
 
4. Bug Fixed: It is unable to close the light source completely when the 
ScreenSaver's parameter is set to o% 
 
5.New function: adds a fileExplorer object. 
 
V1.31 2014/05/30 
 
1. Modify: In order to improve the Flash memory was occupied by some resources, 
we have removed the both of audio and Font pack from the Flash memory. 
 
2. New function: New print driver "APSON TMT82II" adds. 
 
3. New function: Adds VNC server. 
 
4. New function: Brazil Portuguese language adds.   
 
5. New function: New image file will be compatible the both of new hardware 
(without 4 capacitances)  and old hardware (with 4 capacitances). 
 
6. Modify: Modify the translation wrong contents in Control Center of Japanese 
version.  
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V1.30 2014/01/16 
 
1. Modify: we adjust parameter of interface timing and display frequency 
to solve the LCD 10" flicker issue and first pixel missing. 
 
2. Bug fix: DO reverse function is incorrect. 
 
 
V1.27 2013/06/10 
 
1. Bug fix: The brightness is incorrect when the BackLight value is set 40 in 
control center of HMI (for PV210 CPU). 
 
2. Modify: CPU information will be shown in the System information of Control 
Center. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


